Reed
concept
Nature is becoming rare in our daily life. In the way our urbanizing world is generally built and planned, our
everyday surroundings have become perpetual and static through conditioned climates and 24 hour lighting.
When unpredictable natural elements such as a lifting breeze, a sudden shower, or a setting sun are planned out
of our surroundings, the timeline of our everyday is lost.
Reed, an artiﬁcial element that restores the timeline and natural relief in our daily life.
A group of lightelements that overgrows objects and areas in a living space, that provides
both lighting and covering to make enclosed, muted spots inside a room. The reeds translate
outside nature to an indoor space, by slightly waving when a windgust passes the building, as
measured by a windsensor that is connected to the reeds. The smart material of the core of
the reed gives it the ability to slightly bend. The reeds bend one after the other, and the wind
travelling through the reeds has a speed and intensity precisely depending on the force and
direction of the windgusts that rise up and lay down throughout the day. Moving subtle in
spring, intense in autumn - the space regains the natural character that it has walled out.
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